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CB radios can range from $8 to a few hundred dollars. A very inexpensive alternative is the $50
Radio Shack T-Commander. This is an open portable transceiver that uses a rechargeable NiMH
battery, a single AAA battery, or a USB rechargeable AC adapter. It can operate on a variety of

frequencies and has the same reliable scanning features. A site called freqcomp.com will tell you
what spectrum frequencies are used by specific communications services. Some of these services

are as common as your local AM and FM stations, such as shortwave stations, or as esoteric as your
cellular operators. A web interface to the FCC database called Navtc Web is also useful in locating
these frequencies. Some of the channels on Navtc Web are only a few days old, or may have been

changed. If you are really curious you can access the navutc.com machine directly.
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